Abstract-The problem of guaranteed cost observer-based controller design for a class of singular systems time-delay with uncertainties is investigated. The design method of guaranteed cost observer-based controller is given. Based on linear matrix inequality (LMI) approach, sufficient conditions for the existence of guaranteed cost observer-based state feedback control law and corresponding guaranteed cost performance index are obtained by constructing generalized Lyapunov function. It makes that the closed-loop system is robust stable.
INTRODUCTION
The control of singular systems has been extensively studied in the past years [1] [2] . In [3] [4] , guaranteed cost control for uncertain systems are discussed. In [5] [6] , observer-based guaranteed cost control for singular time-delay systems with uncertainties are discussed, but the state matrices and the control input matrices are consistent with the original system.
In this paper, we consider observer-based guaranteed cost control for a class of singular time-delay systems with uncertainties. The state matrices and the control input matrices are not consistent with the original system and are unknown in this paper. Based on linear matrix inequality (LMI) approach, sufficient conditions for the existence of guaranteed cost observer-based state feedback control law and corresponding guaranteed cost performance index are obtained by constructing generalized Lyapunov function. It makes that the closed-loop system is robust stable.
II. PROBLEMS FORMULATION
Consider the following uncertain singular time-delay systems 
Ex t A A x t A A x t d t B B u t B B u t d t y t C C x t C C x t d t D D u t D D u t d t x t t t d
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We define the cost function:
J x t Qx t u t Ru t dt
where 0 Q > and 0 R > are given matrices. The objective is to design an observer-based controller of the form:
E t A t A t d t B u t B u t d t L y t y t y t C t C t d t Du t Du t d t u t K t t t t d
is the observer gain and
Let the error vector be such ( ) ( ) ( ) e t x t t ξ = − , We combine (1) and (5) to produce the closed-loop system: , P P and symmetric positive-definite matrices 1 2 1 2 , , , S S R R , he following matrix inequality holds 0
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An upper bound on the cost * J is given by 
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(10) By (7),(8),(10) implies that system (5) 
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An upper bound on the cost * J is given by (9).Where 
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the problem of observer-based guaranteed cost control for a class of singular time-delay systems with uncertainties has been studied. Sufficient conditions for the existence of guaranteed cost observer-based state feedback control law and corresponding guaranteed cost performance index are obtained. The results in this paper are much more desirable and less conservative than the existing results.
